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Abstract
In order to understand the pathobiology of neurotrophic keratopathy, we established a mouse model by coagulating the first
branch of the trigeminal nerve (V1 nerve). In our model, the sensory nerve in the central cornea disappeared and remaining
fibers were sparse in the peripheral limbal region. Impaired corneal epithelial healing in the mouse model was associated
with suppression of both cell proliferation and expression of stem cell markers in peripheral/limbal epithelium as well as a
reduction of transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 (TRPV4) expression in tissue. TRPV4 gene knockout also suppressed
epithelial repair in mouse cornea, although it did not seem to directly modulate migration of epithelium. In a co-culture
experiment, TRPV4-introduced KO trigeminal ganglion upregulated nerve growth factor (NGF) in cultured corneal
epithelial cells, but ganglion with a control vector did not. TRPV4 gene introduction into a damaged V1 nerve rescues the
impairment of epithelial healing in association with partial recovery of the stem/progenitor cell markers and upregulation of
cell proliferation and of NGF expression in the peripheral/limbal epithelium. Gene transfer of TRPV4 did not accelerate the
regeneration of nerve fibers. Sensory nerve TRPV4 is critical to maintain stemness of peripheral/limbal basal cells, and is
one of the major mechanisms of homeostasis maintenance of corneal epithelium.

Introduction

Integrity of corneal epithelium is essential to maintain
proper vision by serving as a barrier against external stimuli

such as mechanical or chemical injury or infection by
microorganisms. Rapid healing of an epithelial defect in the
cornea is critical for the avoidance of infection and further
damage to the underlying tissue. Cell migration and pro-
liferation are both the main components of the process of
corneal epithelial wound healing [1–3]. Healthy stem cells
that locate to the basal layer of the limbal zone (around the
periphery of the cornea) play an important role in providing
daughter cells to the corneal epithelium for its repair [4, 5].
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Various growth factors are believed to orchestrate the epi-
thelial cell behaviors during tissue repair [1–3]. Among
them, nerve growth factor (NGF) and its receptors, p75 and
TrkA, are reportedly involved in maintenance of stemness
of limbal basal cells with high proliferating potential [6–9].

The cornea is one of the most densely innervated tissues
with ophthalmic sensory terminal branches of the trigeminal
nerve [10–13]. Nerve fibers enter the limbus and the per-
ipheral cornea and distribute over the cornea in a radial
pattern. Then, the fibers penetrate the Bowman’s membrane
upward and distribute beneath epithelial basal cells, forming
the sub-basal nerve plexus that supplies the overlying cor-
neal epithelium [10, 14]. Interaction between sensory nerve
and local tissues, i.e., skin or epithelia of internal organs, is
required for the homeostasis of the tissue [15–20]. Healthy
innervation is essential to the maintenance of corneal
structure and function, i.e., barrier function, proliferation,
differentiation or wound healing. In turn, impaired sensory
innervation or function may impair homeostasis of the
corneal epithelium, leading to persistent disorders or
abnormal repair in the tissue (neurotrophic keratopathy)
[21–23]. It was reported that sensory innervation plays an
important role in maintenance of stemness of limbal basal
epithelial cells by expressing ATP-binding cassette sub-
family G member 2 (ABCG2), p63 and hairy enhancer of
split 1 (Hes1), a Notch signal-related component [24]. The
causes of impaired trigeminal sensation include direct injury
to the intracranial trigeminal nerve by brain trauma or
tumor, diabetes mellitus, herpes virus infection or injury in
the sensory nerve fibers in the corneal tissue by trauma or
surgery such as corneal refractive surgery [25–29].
Although the causes of neurotrophic keratopathy are evi-
dent in many cases, neurotrophic keratopathy is refractory
to classical treatments, which include wearing a bandage
contact lens, tarsorrhaphy or supplementation with an arti-
ficial tear solution [30–32]. Refractory persistent corneal
epithelial neurotrophic keratopathy could lead to corneal
stromal perforation, with or without intraocular infection,
that could potentially cause widespread destruction of eye
tissue and permanent severe vision loss. Sosne et al. [33]
reported the potential efficacy of thymosin β4 in the treat-
ment of this condition. The notion that neuropeptides could
have a promoting effect on epithelial healing in the cornea
was first proposed by Nishida and Yanai [34]. They
reported that topical application of a combination of pep-
tides derived from insulin-like growth factor and substance
P exerts a significant therapeutic effect on refractory corneal
epithelial disorders of neurotrophic keratopathy, but this
treatment is not yet clinically available [35]. Recently, it is
widely accepted that neuropeptides secreted from sensory
nerves are now believed to be involved in the process of
tissue repair in organs [36].

One of the presumed reasons why there is currently no
effective therapy for neurotrophic keratopathy might be the
fact that a suitable experimental mouse model is not avail-
able. Ferrari et al. [37] developed a trigeminal stereotactic
electrolysis model of clinical neurotrophic keratitis and
found that corneal denervation by this procedure resulted in
breakdown of the integrity of corneal epithelium and was
associated with increased apoptosis and reduced prolifera-
tion of epithelial cells. We obtained a similar result by
employing a procedure with stereotactic intracranial coa-
gulation of the first branch of the trigeminal nerve by using
an 18-guage needle (supplemental data 1). We herein show
that use of a 20-guage needle in the same stereotactic pro-
cedure reduced the damage of the first branch of the tri-
geminal nerve and produced a mouse model of neurotrophic
keratopathy more similar to clinical cases. This mouse
model of neurotrophic keratopathy exhibits a normal-
looking cornea without obvious tissue inflammation under
physiological conditions, but impairment of epithelial
wound healing is apparent upon epithelial debridement. Our
detailed analysis showed delayed epithelial healing was
attributable to the loss of stemness and cell proliferation
caused by sensory denervation in peripheral/limbal epithe-
lium. In the current investigation, we employed this mouse
model of neurotrophic keratopathy.

Transient receptor potential (TRP) channels constitute a
superfamily of 28 genes that are subdivided into 7 sub-
families, including TRP vanilloid (TRPV) and TRP ankyrin
type (TRPA), among others. Each TRP superfamily mem-
bers is a nonselective cation channel that possesses variable
Ca2+ permeability and acts as a sensor to a wide array of
inputs, including temperature, pressure, pH alteration, che-
micals and lipids. In skin, many of the TRP family members
are expressed in both keratinocytes and in sensory nerve
fibers and are involved in sensing and maintaining tissue
homeostasis [38]. In the cornea, TRP channel subtypes from
different subfamilies are involved in mediating responses to
injuries that affect the process of wound healing. We pre-
viously reported that the loss of either TRPV1, TRPV4 or
TRPA1 attenuates excessive inflammatory fibrogenic reac-
tion in a mouse cornea injured by an alkali exposure, and is
minimally dependent on the genotype of inflammatory cells
[39–41]. On the other hand, we also previously showed that
blockage of TRPV1 activation or TRPV1 gene ablation
suppressed healing of defective epithelial animal corneas in
association with suppression of expression of substance P
and interleukin-6 (IL-6) [42].

Our mouse model of neurotrophic keratopathy, generated
by 20-guage needle nerve coagulation, showed impaired
epithelial healing that was associated with suppression of
messenger RNA (mRNA) expression of TRPV4 (and
TRPA1 to a lesser extent) in a cornea. TRPV4 was
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previously detected in trigeminal nerve fibers [43, 44].
TRPV4 expression is upregulated in nerve fibers under
inflammatory conditions in dental pulp, suggesting the
presence of significant roles of nerve TRPV4 in modulation
of local tissue inflammation [45]. Our current study also
revealed that loss of TRPV4 suppresses epithelial repair in a
mouse cornea. We therefore hypothesized that the mouse
model of neurotrophic keratopathy could be rescued by
introducing TRPV4 gene to the damaged sensory nerve.
Indeed, TRPV4 gene introduction to the trigeminal nerve
rescues the nerve damage-induced impairment of epithelial
healing in association with upregulation of NGF expression
and cell proliferation of the stem cell region with partial
recovery of stem/progenitor cell markers in the peripheral/
limbal epithelium.

Materials and methods

Protocols in each experiment and the use of mice were all
approved by the DNA Recombination Experiment Com-
mittee and the Animal Care and Use Committee of
Wakayama Medical University and conducted in accor-
dance with the Association for Research in Vision and
Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Oph-
thalmic and Vision Research.

Healing of an epithelial defect in in vivo mouse
cornea

Under general and topical anesthesia, a round epithelial
defect 2.0 mm in diameter was produced in the central
cornea of the right eye of a mouse using a skin biopsy
trephine and microsurgical blade in each experiment as
previously reported [42, 46]. At specific intervals during the
healing process, each cornea was processed for evaluation
of the epithelial defect closure, gene expression analysis by
real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) or 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) cell pro-
liferation assay in the epithelium. Epithelial closure of the
cornea was evaluated by measuring the size of green
fluorescein stain of the defect of the epithelium as pre-
viously reported [47].

Immunohistochemistry in paraffin sections

Immunohistochemistry for TRPV4, ABCG2, Hes1 and pro-
NGF was carried out in uninjured wild-type (WT; n= 4)
mouse corneas as well as those of experimental mouse
models after post-epithelial debridement as previously
reported [39]. Antibodies used were as follows: rabbit
polyclonal anti-TRPV4 antibody (Alomone Labs, Jer-
usalem, Israel, 1:200 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)),

rabbit polyclonal anti-BCRP/ABCG2 antibody (EPR20080)
(ABCAM, ab207732, 1:100 in PBS), rabbit polyclonal anti-
Hes1 antibody (E-5) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., sc-
166410, 1:100 in PBS) and rabbit polyclonal anti-pro-NGF
antibody (Alomone Labs).

Cell proliferation assay in the epithelium by BrdU
incorporation

Mice received an intraperitoneal injection of BrdU
(120 μg/g body weight; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at specific
intervals post debridement, and were killed 2 h later. At
each time point post treatment, the eyes were processed for
immunohistochemistry for BrdU as previously reported
[46]. The numbers of BrdU-labeled epithelial cells were
counted in the 2 mm central diameter and designated as “the
BrdU, central cornea”, and in the area outside this 2 mm are
as “the BrdU, peripheral/limbal cornea”. Eight eyes of each
genotype (WT or knockout (KO)) were used at each time
point (12, 24 or 36 h post wounding), and 3 eyes for at 12
and at 24 h for the control adeno-associated virus (AAV)
and TRPV4-AAV groups.

Gene expression in cornea after injury

Gene expression analysis in cornea was performed by using
real-time RT-PCR as previously reported [38]. Each cornea
was processed for total RNA extraction with a Sigma kit
(Sigma, #RTN70). Four corneas served as one sample of
RNA in each experiment. TaqMan real-time RT-PCR was
carried out as previously reported using Applied Biosys-
tems Gene Expression Assays (delta/delta CT analysis). All
the data were normalized for endogenous expression of
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), and
were statistically analyzed using Mann–Whitney U test.
Primers used are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 The primer list of real time RT-PCR

TRPV1: Mm 01246302_ml

TRPV4: Mm 00499025_ml

TRPA1: Mm01227437_ml

SP: Mm01166996_ml

CGRP: Mm00801463_g1

NGF: Mm00443039_m1

IL-6: Mm01210732_gl

TGF β1: Mm03024053_ml

GAPDH: Mm03302249_gl
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Stereotactic coagulation of the first branch of the
intracranial trigeminal nerve

The first branch of the right intracranial trigeminal nerve
was located by observation of the dissected mouse head.
The nerve tissue suitable for the coagulation was located
6.0 mm from the cranium at the point shown in Fig. 1. After
skin incision, a small hole was produced in the cranium
using a needle at the point described above, a bipolar coa-
gulation (either 18-guage or 20-guage, Beaver-Visitec
International Inc.: 221260) was inserted into the brain to a
depth of 6.0 mm. The nerve was coagulated for 3 min with a
coagulator machine (OPTIKON 2000® Model: P4000, 2
MHz, 13W, 250 Ω). Sensory loss was confirmed by the lack
of the blink reflex on air jet stimulation as well as by
confirming less response with cochet-bonnet aesthesi-
ometer. We confirmed that the first branch of the trigeminal
nerve was precisely coagulated by direct observation of the
treated intracranial nerve and histology. Intact or coagulated
trigeminal nerve at day 7 (n= 3) was fixed in 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for
24 h, embedded in paraffin and then processed for histol-
ogy. Paraffin sections (5 μm) of specimens were processed
for hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining and
Kluver–Barrera (KB) staining. The histology showed that
the tissue showed demyelination or nerve tissue destruction.

Evaluation of corneal epithelial wound healing was
performed as follows: at 3 months after stereotactic 20-
guage needle coagulation of the first branch of right tri-
geminal nerve, mice (n= 6) were used for the epithelial
wound healing assay as described above. Six normal cor-
neas served as controls. Epithelial healing was observed at
up to 30 h. Forty corneas of 40 trigeminal denervated mice
and 40 control corneas also received epithelial injury and
allowed to heal for 18 h. These samples were processed for
RNA extraction for real-time RT-PCR.

Migration of cultured corneal epithelial cells in the
presence of an antagonist for TRPV4

In order to determine if signals derived from TRPV4
receptor modulate migration of corneal epithelial cells, we
conducted a scratch assay in monolayer cultures of TKE2
corneal epithelial cell line as previously reported [48]. The
cells were cultured in a medium with specific supplements
for the cell type (keratinocyto-serum free medium: Gibco
#17005-042). A liner defect was produced in monolayer
culture of the cells in a 6-well plate in the medium without
the specific supplements using a silicone needle. Four lines
were produced in two wells in each culture condition.
Effects of adding an antagonist for TRPV4 (HC-67047: 1
μM in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) on the closure of the
scratch were observed. The 1 μM DMSO culture served as

control. The defect was photographed and the width of the
defect was determined at every 12 h. Data were analyzed by
Mann–Whitney U test.

Organ culture for evaluation of epithelial wound
healing in cornea with inhibition of TRPV4 signal

Two systems of organ culture were employed. First, we
performed organ culture of a tissue block obtained from a
mouse as previously reported [47, 49] with a minor mod-
ification. A rectangular sample excised from a mouse cor-
nea was placed in an organ culture system in Eagle’s
minimum essential medium. WT (n= 8) mice and TRPV4-
null (KO, RIKEN, Tokyo, Japan) [50, 51] mice (n= 8)
were employed. The blocks from WT mice were cultured in
the presence or absence of a TRPV4 inhibitor (HC-67047:
1 μM in DMSO). At 12 h of culture, the blocks were fixed
with 4% PFA, embedded in paraffin, cut in sections and
processed for HE staining. The length of the epithelial path
on the stromal cut surface was measured. The average on
both sides represents epithelial migration in one block. The
mean data from each condition were analyzed using
Mann–Whitney U test.

To determine the role of TRPV4 channel in epithelial
defect healing in cornea, we then conducted an organ cul-
ture of a mouse eye with a round epithelial defect as pre-
viously reported. [42] Under both general anesthesia and
topical anesthesia, a round epithelial defect (2.0 mm in
diameter) was produced in the same way as in in vivo
experiments as described above for the 40 corneas. The
mice were killed without re-awaking and the eye globe was
enucleated. The eyes with an epithelial debridement were
then placed in an organ culture in Eagle’s medium sup-
plemented with 2.0% fetal bovine serum with or without
HC-067047. The re-epithelialization of the defect was
determined by fluorescein staining after 12, 24 and 36 h of
culture. Five eyes were prepared for each experimental
condition at each time point. Each cornea was photographed
with green fluorescein staining in order to observe the size
of the remaining defect in the epithelium.

The epithelium-debrided corneas incubated for 1 and 36
h were immunostained for Tuj1 in order to observe the
distribution and configuration of nerve fibers as described
below in detail.

Healing of an epithelial defect in an in vivo KO
mouse cornea

A set of 8-week-old C57BL/6 (WT, n= 6) and KO (n= 6)
mice of C57BL/6 background that received an epithelial
debridement in the central cornea of the right eye were
allowed to heal for up to 30 h for evaluation of healing as
described above.
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Additional sets of WT and KO mice received intraper-
itoneal injections of BrdU at 0 h (n= 4), 12 h (n= 4), 24 h
(n= 4) and 36 h (n= 4) post debridement, and killed 2 h
later for immunohistochemical analysis for BrdU
incorporation.

Similarly, WT (n= 40) mice and KO mice (n= 40)
received a round epithelial debridement. Samples at inter-
vals of 6 or 12 h were processed for total RNA extraction
and real-time RT-PCR.

Co-culture experiments

Co-culture experiment using a culture insert was conducted
to understand the effects of TRPV4 gene introduction to the
KO trigeminal nerve on gene expression of corneal

epithelial cell. TKE2 corneal epithelial cell line was cul-
tured until reaching confluent in the lower well. The AAV
vectors were prepared using AAV Helper Free Package
system (Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA) as described
previously [52]. The AAV vector carrying mTRPV4-DsRed
(AAV2-CAGGS-mTRPV4-DsRed, titer; 1.8–5.8 × 107 vg/
ml) or DsRed transgene (AAV2-CAGGS-DsRed, titer;
9.3 × 109 vg/ml) was injected into first branch of trigeminal
nerve of mice by a glass micropipette connected to a
microsyringe and microinfusion pump (Micro4, World
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, 0.5 μl at a rate of 0.1 μl/
min). A trigeminal ganglion of KO mice either treated with
in vivo gene transfer of TRPV4-AAV (n= 6) or control
AAV (n= 6) was placed in the upper well. The co-culture
sets were prepared for each culture condition. mRNA

Fig. 1 Stereotactic electrolysis of the intracranial first branch of the
trigeminal nerve in mice. a, b Stereotactic electrolysis of the first
branch of the right trigeminal (V1) nerve was performed at the indi-
cated point using a 20-guage bipolar coagulator needle in a C57BL/6
mouse under general anesthesia. The depth of the needle insertion was
6 mm. c Tissue coagulation (arrow) in the first branch of the trigeminal
nerve was macroscopically observed the intracranial trigeminal nerve
branches at day 7. d Light microscopic histology with hematoxylin
and eosin and Kluver–Barrera’s stain revealed the destruction of nerve
fibers in the coagulated area of the trigeminal nerve. e, h Comparison
with a healthy eye (e). The gross appearance of cornea after the 20-
guage needle treatment did not show abnormality under physiological
uninjured condition at day 7 (h). f, i Tuj1-immunodetection of the

nerve fibers in the cornea in a whole-mounted specimen. In a cornea of
an untreated mouse nerve fibers were distributed in a whole cornea (f),
while Tuj1-labeled fibers were observed only in the limbus and the
peripheral (arrows), but not in the majority of the area, area of the
cornea of a treated mouse (i). Density of the nerve fiber in the per-
ipheral/limbal area was much less in the eye with intracranial V1 nerve
coagulation as compared with a control eye. g, j Hematoxylin and
eosin histology showed that the current procedure of stereotactic
electrolysis with a 20-guage needle did not affect the structure of
cornea and cell population in it at light microscopic level up to
10 months after the treatment. Scale bar: 100 μm. j Comparison with a
healthy cornea (g)
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expression of TRPV4, NGF and calcitonin gene-related
peptide (CGRP) in the cells in the lower well was assayed
using real-time RT-PCR.

Primary culture of cells from a mouse trigeminal
ganglion

Primary culture of trigeminal ganglion cells was prepared
according to a method described elsewhere [53] with a
minor modification: Trigeminal ganglia of a postnatal day
10 mouse was dissected, washed with ice-cold Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)/F12, and enzymatically
digested with 0.1% collagenase (Type I, Sigma, #C0130)/
DMEM/F12 for 30 min at 37 oC and then with 0.05%
trypsin/EDTA-HBS (Invitrogen, #25300-054) for 40 min at
37 oC. The digested ganglia were washed once with
DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and
triturated with fire polished glass pipettes. The cell sus-
pension was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 min, and cells
were re-suspended in DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10%
fetal calf serum and cultured on 60 mm dish (~4.0 × 105

cells). The next day, cells were treated with 3 μg/ml of
mitomycin C for 2 h, washed twice with PBS and cultured
for another 4 days with AAVDJ-CAGGS-mTRPV4-DsRed
(1.3 × 106 vg/μl) or AAVDJ-CAGGS-DsRed (4.1 × 109 vg/
μl) [53, 54] in fresh DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10%
fetal calf serum. Cells were then harvested for RNA pre-
paration or fixed with 3% PFA/PBS for immunofluorescent
microscopy.

TRPV4 gene transfer to the trigeminal nerve and
in vivo epithelial wound healing

Mice were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (100
mg/kg, intraperitoneally (i.p.)) and xylazine hydrochloride
(5 mg/kg, i.p.) or pentobarbital (90 mg/kg, i.p.). The head of
the mouse was fixed to the stereotactic apparatus (Nar-
ishige, Tokyo, Japan).

The AAV vector mentioned above carrying mTRPV4-
DsRed (AAV2-CAGGS-mTRPV4-DsRed, titer; 1.8–5.8 ×
107 vg/ml) or DsRed transgene (AAV2-CAGGS-DsRed,
titer; 9.3 × 109 vg/ml) was injected into first branch of tri-
geminal nerve of mice by a glass micropipette as described
above. Following two sets of experiments were performed.

First, we examined if TRPV4 gene transfer to the nerve
rescues an impairment of corneal epithelial helaing in a KO
mouse. KO mice received either TRPV4-AAV (n= 4) or
control AAV (n= 4). At 4 weeks after gene transfer, the
mice received a round epithelial debridement and was
allowed to heal up to 36 h for examination of epithelial
repair as described above. The corneas were also processed
for whole-mount immunostaining for TRPV4 or Tuj1 as
described below.

We then examined if TRPV4 gene transfer to the nerve
rescues an impairment of corneal epithelial healing by tri-
geminal ophthalmic nerve damage. Mice with right tri-
geminal coagulation also received TRPV4-AAV (n= 5) or
control AAV (n= 4) in the damaged nerve as described
above, and then epithelial debridement healing was mon-
itored as described above. In another series, WT mice with
trigeminal nerve treatment with either AAV-TRPV4 gene
transfer of control gene transfer were administered BrdU at
12 h (n= 4) and 24 h (n= 6) post debridement for exam-
ination of epithelial cell proliferation. Finally, the trigeminal
denervated mice received TRPV4-AAV (n= 10) or control
AAV (n= 9) and then received a round epithelial debride-
ment. At 12 h after debridement the cornea was processed
for RNA extraction and real-time RT-PCR for NGF, CGRP
and TRPV4 as described above.

Whole-mount observation of a mouse cornea

The cornea of a mouse 8 months after stereotaxic 20-guage
needle coagulation of the first branch of right trigeminal
nerve was obtained after confirming the transparency of the
cornea and impairment of the blink after air jet stimulation
(n= 8). The tissue was fixed in 4% PFA in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer and processed for TuJ1 immunostaining. The fixed
corneas were carefully cut into a clover leaf shape and
incubated in 0.2% sodium borohydride in PBS for 1 h at
room temperature. After 3 washes with PBS, the corneas
were incubated in 2 N HCl, 0.5% Triton X-100® in PBS for
1 h at room temperature. After 1 wash with 0.1 M phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) and 2 washes with PBS, the corneas were
incubated in 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin in 50% TD
(0.5% DMSO, 0.5% Triton X-100® and 2.5% dextran 40 in
PBS) for 15 min at room temperature, and anti-neuronal
class III b-tubulin (Tuj1) antibody (1:500, Covance, Alice,
TX) for 24 h at 4 °C. After washing 2 times with 50% TD
and PBS, the corneas were incubated with fluorescein iso-
thiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated secondary antibody over-
night at 4 °C and then washed thoroughly with PBS.
Corneas excised from freshly enucleated eyes were also
processed in the same way as described above to obtain a
control finding. The samples were observed under Apo-
Tome2 (Zeiss) or EVOS FL Auto Cell Imaging System
(Invitrogen–ThermoFisher Scientific).

Trigeminal nerve coagulation corneas with TRPV4-AAV
gene transfer received epithelia (n= 5), debridement and
were allowed to heal for 12 h. The specimens were also
processed for whole-mount observation for DsRed of AAV
vector and Tuj1 (with FITC-conjugated secondary anti-
body). TRPV4-null mice that had received either TRPV4-
AAV or control AAV in the trigeminal nerve were pro-
cessed for whole-mount immunostaining for TRPV4 (with
FITC-conjugated secondary antibody).
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Results

A mouse model of neurotrophic keratopathy

Stereotactic electrolysis of the first branch of the right tri-
geminal nerve was performed using a 20-guage bipolar
coagulator needle (Fig. 1a, b, 6.0 mm in depth of the needle
insertion) in a C57BL/6 mouse under general anesthesia. To
confirm the tissue coagulation in the first branch of the
trigeminal nerve, we macroscopically observed the intra-
cranial trigeminal nerve branches and histologically ana-
lyzed the nerve tissue in a preliminary series of mice.
Figure 1c shows the gross appearance of the coagulated
tissue in the trigeminal nerve. Light microscopy with HE
staining and KB stain revealed destruction of nerve fibers in
the coagulated area of the trigeminal nerve branch (Fig. 1d).
In contrast to the eye treated with an 18-guage needle
(supplemental data), the gross appearance of cornea after
the 20-guage needle treatment did not show abnormality
under physiological uninjured conditions at day 7 without
tarsoraphy (Fig. 1e–h). The loss of the blink reflex on air jet
stimulation was observed on the day 1 after nerve coagu-
lation, which was the indication of sensory loss as pre-
viously reported [37]. Immunodetection of TuJ1 revealed
reduced innervation in the treated cornea as compared to an
untreated cornea (Fig. 1f–i). Tuj1-labeled nerve fibers were
observed in the entire cornea of an untreated mouse, while
nerve fibers were sparsely observed in the peripheral and
limbus areas, but not in the central area, of the cornea of a
treated mouse. Density of the nerve fiber in the peripheral/
limbal area was much less in the eye with intracranial V1
nerve coagulation as compared with a control eye. Histol-
ogy showed that the current procedure of stereotactic elec-
trolysis with a 20-guage needle did not impact the structure
of cornea and did not induce obvious inflammation at the
light microscopic level for up to 10 months after the treat-
ment (Fig. 1g–j). In this study, the 20-guage needle model
for the evaluation of epithelial tissue repair.

Wound healing in defective mouse corneal
epithelium following trigeminal stereotactic
electrolysis

We examined wound healing in corneal epithelium fol-
lowing round epithelial debridement [42, 46] in a mouse
with reduced sensory innervation by nerve electrolysis in
order to determine whether innervation is critical to tissue
repair (Fig. 2a). The results show that denervation of the
first branch of the trigeminal nerve retarded closure of an
epithelial debridement 2.0 mm in diameter, with statistical
significance at 18 h post wounding (Fig. 2b). Gene
expression analysis by real-time RT-PCR showed that the
denervation upregulated mRNA expression of TRPV1 and

NGF in the whole cornea tissue under uninjured condition
(Fig. 2c). After 18 h of healing following epithelial debri-
dement, expression of TRPV1 was suppressed in dener-
vated corneas. Expression of TRPA1, TRPV4, CGRP and
NGF was upregulated in the tissue at 18 h post injury in
control corneas (Fig. 2c). However, the upregulation of
TRPA1, TRPV4 and NGF was counteracted by the tri-
geminal denervation at this time point. Upregulation of
CGRP was not counteracted by the trigeminal nerve elec-
trolysis. Expression of substance P and transforming growth
factor-β1 (TGFβ1) in corneal tissue was unaffected by the
trigeminal denervation and also not remarkably changed by
wounding (Fig. 2c).

We then examined the protein expression pattern of pro-
NGF in mouse cornea. Pro-NGF was detected in both
uninjured and in healing, injured, corneal epithelium of
either control or trigeminal denervated cornea. At 12 and
24 h post epithelial injury, immunohistochemical staining
for pro-NGF was less intense in the peripheral/limbal epi-
thelium of a trigeminal denervated mouse compared to a
control mouse (Fig. 3a). To examine the cell proliferation
activity in the epithelium we performed BrdU immunos-
taining (Fig. 3b). The number of BrdU-labeled epithelial
cells was determined in histology sections (Fig. 3c). At the
zero time point there was no significant difference of BrdU-
labeled epithelial cells in the central (central 2 mm in dia-
meter) and peripheral/limbal (outside the central circle)
epithelia in both control and trigeminal denervated mice. At
12 h post wounding, proliferating cells in the peripheral/
limbal epithelium were more frequently observed in the
control mouse as compared to the denervated mouse. At 24
h post debridement, BrdU-labeled cells in either central or
peripheral/limbal epithelium were more frequently observed
in the control mouse as compared to the trigeminal dener-
vated mouse.

Scratch assay in a cultured corneal epithelial cell line

A scratch assay was performed to evaluate the effect of a
TRPV4 antagonist on migration of TKE2 corneal epithelial
cells, as previously reported [48]. Closure of a liner defect
in the cell monolayer was not affected by addition of an
antagonist for TRPV4 (HC-067047,1 μM) (Fig. 4a). The
TRPV4 antagonist HC-067047 did not exert a significant
effect on the closure of the defect in cell culture, suggesting
TRPV4 signaling did not play a critical role in modulation
of epithelial cell movement (Fig. 4b).

Organ culture experiments

To examine epithelial spreading on corneal tissue, organ
culture of an excised corneal block was performed as pre-
viously reported [47]. Downward spreading of an epithelial
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sheet on the cut surface of the corneal stroma represents
migration of the epithelium. In this system, migration of
epithelium was not affected by TRPV4 gene deletion and
addition of a TRPV4 antagonist (Fig. 4d).

In order to determine the roles of TRPV4 signal in the
healing of corneal epithelium in the absence of inflamma-
tory cells, we then observed epithelial healing in an organ-
cultured mouse eye with a round epithelial defect of 2.0 mm
in diameter (Fig. 4e), as previously reported [42]. The
experimental system excludes involvement of the loss of
TRPV4 in blood-derived cell in tissue repair, while

epithelial healing is performed in a more physiological
condition, i.e., on the basement membrane. A round epi-
thelial defect in a mouse cornea was re-epithelialized in
organ culture in 36 h. An antagonist for TRPV4 (HC-
067047, 1 μM) retarded epithelial defect closure; statistical
significance was observed at 12 and 24 h with a TRPV4
antagonist (Fig. 4f). After 36 h of culture, whole-mounted
immunohistochemistry for Tuj1 was performed in order to
detect nerve fibers in the cornea of control cultures, and
although the fibers exhibited a somewhat beaded config-
uration, we have not determined whether the sensory nerve

Fig. 2 Wound healing of corneal epithelium in a mouse following
trigeminal stereotactic electrolysis. a A round epithelial defect (2.0 mm
in diameter, stained with green fluorescein) was allowed to heal up
30 h. In a healthy mouse the epithelial defect was gradually healed and
totally recovered in 24–30 h. On the other hand, the cornea of a mouse
following electrolysis coagulation of the first branch of the trigeminal
nerve showed significant delayed epithelial defect closure. Even at
24 h post debridement, the defect obviously remained, while a minor
faint defect was observed in a control cornea. After 30 h, the debri-
dement was closed in the denervated cornea. b Bar chart of the size of
the remaining epithelial defect in the corneal epithelium at each time
point. Denervation of the first branch of the trigeminal nerve retarded
closure of the epithelial debridement with a statistical significance at
18 h post wounding (*P < 0.05). c Gene expression analysis using real-
time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was

performed to investigate the biological background of the delay of the
epithelial healing. The denervation upregulated mRNA expression of
TRPV1 and nerve growth factor (NGF) under the uninjured condition.
At 18 h during healing, post-epithelial debridement expression of
TRPV1 was suppressed in denervated corneas. On the other hand,
expression of TRPA1, TRPV4 and NGF was upregulated in the tissue
at 18 h post wounding in control corneas. However, the upregulation
of these three components was significantly counteracted by trigeminal
denervation. Expression of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)
was upregulated by epithelial debridement, but is not counteracted by
the trigeminal denervation treatment. Expression of substance P and
transforming growth factor-β1 (TGFβ1) in corneal tissue was unaf-
fected by trigeminal nerve electrolysis and also not remarkably
changed by wounding. Data represent the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 and
**P < 0.01 by Mann–Whitney U test (b, c)
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was functionally active, even in the earlier phase of culture
(Fig. 4g).

Loss of TRPV4 retards re-epithelialization of
debrided mouse cornea in vivo

TRPV4 was markedly expressed in the basal layer of an
uninjured healthy epithelium of the central and peripheral/
limbal epithelia (Fig. 5a). Expression of TRPV4 (and also
TRPA1) in the cornea tissue was prominently suppressed by
the trigeminal denervation treatment during healing fol-
lowing epithelial debridement as described above. There-
fore, we evaluated healing of an epithelial injury in the
central cornea of a mouse that lacks the TRPV4 gene to
examine the role of signal derived from TRPV4 receptor in
re-epithelialization of debrided cornea (Fig. 5b). At 18 and
24 h post debridement, the defect remaining was larger in
either KO mice as compared to WT mice (Fig. 5b, c).

In order to determine the mechanism underlying
attenuation of epithelial wound healing by the loss of the
TRPV4 channel, we then examined if lack of TRPV4 alters
the expression pattern of epithelial wound healing-related
components by employing real-time RT-PCR. Our results
show that mRNA expression levels of CGRP and TGFβ1
were downregulated by the loss of the TRPV4 channel at
12 h post epithelial wounding (Fig. 5d). Expression of NGF
was downregulated in an uninjured cornea by the loss of

TRPV4 (Fig. 5d). mRNA expression of IL-6 and substance
P was unaltered by TRPV4 gene ablation (Fig. 5d).

Immunohistochemistry showed that pro-NGF protein
expression was suppressed by the loss of TRPV4 in epi-
thelium in the central cornea and peripheral/limbal cells as
compared to a WT mouse (Fig. 6a). Cell proliferation in
healing epithelium was evaluated by BrdU detection. The
loss of TRPV4 did not affect cell proliferation activity in
central corneal epithelium until 12 h post debridement.
After 24 h, cell proliferation was suppressed in KO mice as
compared to WT mice in both central and peripheral/limbal
epithelium. The degree of suppression was more prominent
in the peripheral/limbus area. At 36 h after producing the
defect, cell proliferation activity was still lower in the KO
group as compared to the WT group. Such suppression was
not observed in epithelium of the central cornea (Fig. 6b, c).

In vitro effect of TRPV4 overexpression in trigeminal
ganglion on gene expression in corneal epithelial
cells or ganglion-derived cells

The findings that sensory denervation in cornea retarded
epithelial healing in association with reduced expression of
components including TRPV4 and that lack of TRPV4 also
its healing promoted us to hypothesize that neural TRPV4
could have an impact on the local epithelium. We then
examined whether TRPV4 gene transfer to KO trigeminal

Fig. 3 Protein expression of pro-nerve growth factor (pro-NGF) and
cell proliferation activity in healing epithelium of a cornea of a mouse
that received coagulation of the first branch of the trigeminal nerve.
a An uninjured central epithelium and healing epithelium at 12 and
24 h post debridement were labeled for pro-NGF. In a healthy mouse,
peripheral/limbal epithelium upregulates pro-NGF protein expression
upon epithelial injury. Immunolabeling for pro-NGF in peripheral/
limbal epithelium was more intense in a healthy subject as compared
to that in a mouse after sensory denervation. Scale bar: 100 μm. b, c
An uninjured central epithelium and healing epithelium at 12 and 24 h

post debridement contain BrdU-labeled proliferating cells. Cell pro-
liferation was upregulated during healing post injury in a healthy
control tissue. The number of BrdU-labeled epithelial cells was more
frequently observed in peripheral/limbal epithelium at 12 h post
wounding. At 24 h post debridement, proliferation activity was more
marked in both central and peripheral/limbal epithelia in a healthy
control mouse as compared to that in a mouse after sensory dener-
vation. Pri/limbus peripheral/limbal epithelium. Scale bar: 100 μm.
Data represent the mean ± SEM. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.005 by
Mann–Whitney U test (c)
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ganglion by the AAV vector affects gene expression in
cultured corneal epithelial cells in a co-culture system
(Fig. 7a, b). Trigeminal nerve ganglion of a KO mouse
4 weeks after treatment with TRPV4-AAV or control AAV
as described in the Materials and methods section was
excised and placed into a co-culture system. TRPV4 gene
transfer to a KO trigeminal nerve ganglion in the upper well
upregulated mRNA expression of TRPV4 (Fig. 7c) and
NGF (Fig. 7d) in corneal epithelial cells in the lower culture
as compared to control AAV-treated KO ganglion. There
was no statistically significant difference in expression
levels of CGRP between the two groups (Fig. 7e).

To examine the effects of overexpression of TRPV4 on
gene expression of components of trigeminal ganglion, we

conducted cell culture experiments. Trigeminal ganglion
from a WT mouse was dispersed, cultured and processed for
TRPV4 gene transfer using an AAV vector (Fig. 7f). The
cultures were incubated for 24 h and then processed for
RNA extraction. The results show that expression of CGRP,
NGF and substance P in a ganglion-derived culture was
unchanged by TRPV4 overexpression (Fig. 7g).

Gene introduction of TRPV4 in intracranial
trigeminal nerve rescues impairment of corneal
epithelial healing in a KO mouse

We hypothesized that global knockout of TRPV4 impairs
epithelial healing in a mouse cornea due to the loss of

Fig. 4 Cell- or organ-culture experiments for evaluation of the effects
of adding an TRPV4 inhibitor on corneal epithelial wound healing. a,
b Scratch assay was performed to evaluate the effect of adding a
TRPV4 antagonist on migration of TKE2 corneal epithelial cells.
Closure of a liner defect in the cell monolayer was not affected by
adding an antagonist for TRPV4 (HC-067047 at the concentration of 1
μM). This suggests that TRPV4 signal did not have a critical role in
cell movement modulation. Scale bar: 500 μm. c. d Epithelium
migrates down on the cut surface of an organ-cultured block of a
mouse cornea (arrowheads). The length of the migrating epithelial path
was similar among cultured corneal blocks from wild-type (WT) and
TRPV4-null (KO) mouse in control medium and that from a WT

mouse with a TRPV4 inhibitor. Scale bar: 100 μm. e, f Organ culture
of a mouse eye was also conducted to mimic in vivo situation with
basement membrane and epithelial structure as well as the presence of
keratocytes, but without involvement of inflammatory cells. In this
system a round epithelial defect (2.0 mm in diameter) in a mouse
cornea was re-epithelialized in organ culture in 36 h. Adding an
antagonist for TRPV4 (HC-067047) retarded epithelial defect closure;
statistical significance was observed at 12 and 24 h. g After a 36 h
culture, whole-mounted immunohistochemistry for Tuj1 detected
nerve fibers in the cornea of control culture, although the fibers
exhibited a somewhat beaded configuration. Data represent the mean
± SEM. *P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U test (b, d, f)
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TRPV4 in sensory nerve, because TRPV4 gene expression
in the cornea was markedly downregulated by stereotactic
trigeminal denervation. We tested this hypothesis by
examining whether AAV transfer of TRPV4 gene to the
trigeminal nerve rescues the attenuation of epithelial repair
in a KO mouse. Stereotactic application of either control or
TRPV4-carrying DsRed-labeled AAV to the first branch of
the trigeminal nerve. Immunohistochemistry in whole-
mounted specimens showed more marked diffuse expres-
sion of TRPV4 in a KO cornea with gene transfer as
compared to that with control vector (Fig. 8a). Immuno-
histochemistry in paraffin sections also detected TRPV4
protein in basal layer of the epithelium of a KO cornea with
AAV-TRPV4 gene introduction to the trigeminal ophthal-
mic nerve, while TRPV4 was not detected in a KO

epithelium with control AAV (Fig. 8b). Immunostaining for
TRPV4 was less marked in a KO cornea with TRPV4-AAV
as compared to a WT cornea (Fig. 8b). TRPV4 gene transfer
to the trigeminal nerve did not upregulate TRPV4 in retina
(Supplemental data 2). These results show that the retar-
dation of epithelial healing in a KO mouse was rescued by
TRPV4 gene introduction to the trigeminal nerve
(Fig. 8c, d).

Reversal of sensory nerve denervation-induced
retardation of epithelial wound healing by TRPV4
gene introduction to the injured trigeminal nerve

We then hypothesized that in vivo TRPV4 gene transfer
might exert an effect similar to that observed in above series

Fig. 5 Roles of TRPV4 signal in wound healing of mouse corneal
epithelium. a Immunohistochemistry shows central and peripheral/
limbal epithelia express TRPV4. Scale bar: 100 μm. b, c Epithelial
wound repair post debridement in a cornea of wild-type (WT) and
TRVP4-null (KO) mice. A round epithelial defect (2.0 mm in dia-
meter) as stained with green fluorescein is gradually recovered and
healed at 30 h. Loss of TRPV4 retards epithelial defect closure with a
significant value at 18 and 24 h post treatment. Data represent the
mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U test (b). d The effects of

lacking TRPV4 on the expression pattern of epithelial wound healing-
related components was examined by employing real-time RT-PCR.
mRNA expression level of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and
transforming growth factor-β1 (TGFβ1) was downregulated by the loss
of TRPV4 channel at 12 h post epithelial wounding. Expression of
nerve growth factor (NGF) was downregulated in an uninjured cornea
by the loss of TRPV4. mRNA expression of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and
substance P was unaltered by TRPV4 gene ablation. Data represent the
mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U test (c, d)
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of experiments and could rescue the impairment of epithe-
lial healing in a sensory denervated cornea. At 1 month
following the denervation treatment, mice received stereo-
tactic application of either control or TRPV4-carrying
DsRed-labeled AAV to the first branch of the injured tri-
geminal nerve. At 1 month after gene transfer, the cornea
was processed for whole-mounted immunohistochemistry
for Tuj1 with green fluorescein. Observation of the whole-
mounted specimens showed that nerve fibers sparse in the
very peripheral cornea, but not in the central/mid-peripheral
cornea, that labeled for both DsRed (AAV vector) and green
fluorescein (Tuj1) in the stereotactically denervated cornea
(Fig. 9a–c). This finding indicated that gene transfer of
TRPV4 did not facilitate the regeneration of the nerve fibers
in cornea, but the transferred gene reached the residual
nerve fibers in the peripheral/limbal cornea. These obser-
vations are consistent with the earlier results that showed
that mRNA expression of TRPV4 was not affected by

trigeminal TRPV4 gene transfer in the whole cornea.
TRPV4 mRNA expression was much higher in the intra-
cranial trigeminal nerve branch in a mouse with TRPV4
gene transfer as compared to the tissue of a mouse with
control AAV (Fig. 9d).

At 1 month after AAV gene transfer, healing of a round
epithelial wound in the cornea was evaluated. As shown in
Fig. 10a, closure of a round epithelial defect in the center of
the cornea of mice that had received trigeminal stereotactic
electrolysis was recovered by introduction of the TRPV4
gene to the damaged nerve as compared to control AAV
treatment. Figure 10b shows the size of remaining epithelial
defect at each time point, and after 24 h post wounding the
healing of the defect was markedly promoted by TRPV4
gene transfer as compared to the cornea with non-
functioning gene. ABCG2 and Hes1 were strongly expres-
sed in the basal cell layer of the peripheral/limbal epithe-
lium of a healthy WT mouse (Fig. 10c). Trigeminal nerve

Fig. 6 Protein expression of nerve growth factor (NGF) and epithelial
cell proliferation in an epithelium-debrided cornea of a TRPV4-null
mouse. a Immunohistochemistry for pro-NGF showed its protein
expression was suppressed by the loss of TRPV4 in the corneal epi-
thelium. The number of pro-NFG-labeled epithelial cells (arrows)
seems less in a KO tissue as compared to a WT cornea. Scale bar: 100
μm. b Cell proliferation activity in the healing epithelium was eval-
uated by immunodetection of incorporated BrdU. Cells with active

proliferative potential is labeled with diaminobenzidine reaction. Scale
bar: 100 μm. c The number of BrdU-labeled cells in a specific area
increased at 24 and 36 h as compared to 0 or 12 h (n= 4 in each
genotype at each time point). The increase in labeled cells is coun-
teracted by the loss of TRPV4 at 0 or 12 h post debridement. Data
represent the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.005 by
Mann–Whitney U test (c)
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coagulation almost completely suppressed expression of
these components, which was recovered by TRPV4 gene
introduction to the damaged nerve (Fig. 10c).

Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the whole cornea speci-
mens at 12 h post wounding indicated that expression of
NGF, but not CGRP and TRPV4 (Fig. 10d), was upregu-
lated by TRPV4 gene transfer. Immunohistochemistry was

carried out to determine the pro-NGF spacial expression
pattern in the cornea and showed that pro-NGF expression
in the corneal epithelium was unaltered by TRPV4-AAV
treatment (Fig. 10e). However, protein expression of pro-
NGF in peripheral/limbal epithelium was upregulated by
TRPV4 gene transfer as compared with control AAV
(Fig. 10e).

Fig. 7 The effects of TRPV4 gene introduction to the trigeminal nerve
on gene expression of corneal epithelial cells or cells derived from
trigeminal ganglion. a A double-well co-culture was prepared.
TRPV4-null trigeminal ganglion (arrow) using either TRPV4-AAV or
control AAV (n= 6 in each AAV group) was placed in the upper well.
b Mouse corneal epithelial cell line was cultured until reaching con-
fluence in the lower well. Scale bar: 500 μm. c–e mRNA expression of
TRPV4 (c) and nerve growth factor (NGF) (d), but not calcitonin
gene-related peptide (CGRP) (e), in the cells in the lower well is
upregulated when cultured with a trigeminal ganglion that had

received TRPV4 gene introduction as compared to the cells cultured in
the presence of the control gene-transferred ganglion. f Trigeminal
ganglion from a KO mouse was dispersed, cultured and processed for
TRPV4 gene transfer using either an AAV- or control vector for
mRNA expression analysis. G. After 24 h, culture of the cells mRNA
expression of CGRP, NGF and substance P in a ganglion-derived
culture was unchanged by TRPV4 overexpression. Data represent
the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05(C, D) and ***P < 0.005(G) by
Mann–Whitney U test (g)
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TRPV4 gene introduction to the nerve increased BrdU-
labeled cells in the epithelium of peripheral/limbal epi-
thelium and of the central cornea at 12 h post debride-
ment. At 24 h post injury, BrdU-positive epithelial cells
increased in the central cornea in both groups of control
AAV and TRPV4-AAV, although there was no
difference in the appearance of BrdU-labeled cells
between the two groups. At this time point cell pro-
liferation was also upregulated in peripheral/limbal epi-
thelial cells in the TRPV4-AAV group, while the
peripheral/limbal cells in the control AAV-treated cornea
failed to show an increase in BrdU-incorporated epithelial
cells (Fig. 10f, g).

Discussion

In the present study we modified a protocol reported by
Ferrari et al. [37] by employing a thinner coagulation needle
and successfully developed a new neurotrophic keratopathy
mouse model. Our model yielded a normal-looking corneal
surface without inflammatory cell infiltration when unin-
jured, but exhibited delayed epithelial repair upon debri-
dement. A similar finding was previously reported using a
rat neurotrophic keratopathy model [55], suggesting the
degree of the coagulation of V1 nerve correlates with the
phenotype of the impairment of tissue homeostasis. In our
current model nerve fiber density in the peripheral/limbal

Fig. 8 Gene introduction of TRPV4 to the trigeminal nerve via adeno-
associated viral (AAV) vector rescues impairment of corneal epithelial
healing in a TRPV4-null (KO) mouse. We examined if AAV gene
transfer of TRPV4 to trigeminal ganglion rescues the attenuation of
corneal epithelial repair in a KO mouse. a Immunohistochemistry in
whole-mounted specimens showed more marked diffuse expression of
TRPV4 (arrows) in a KO cornea with gene transfer as compared to that
with control vector. b Immunohistochemistry in paraffin sections
indicates that AAV-derived TRPV4 gene transfer upregulates TRPV4

in basal layer of a KO corneal epithelium, while TRPV4 protein is not
detected in a KO cornea with control vector. TRPV4 expression in a
KO cornea with gene transfer is less marked as compared to a wild-
type (WT) epithelium. Scale bar: 100 μm. c, d The defect closure in
epithelium was evaluated with green fluorescein staining at each time
point. The retardation of epithelial healing in a KO mouse was rescued
by TRPV4 gene introduction to the trigeminal ganglion with statistical
significance at 30 h. Data represent the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by
Mann–Whitney U test (d)
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area was much less in the eye with V1 nerve coagulation as
compared with a control eye. This finding clearly indicates
that sensory nerve function is critical to the homeostasis of
the tissue, i.e., wound healing response, in the corneal
epithelium. In this model, attenuation of healing of an
epithelial defect was mainly observed in the later phase. A
similar finding was reported in cutaneous wound healing;
sensory innervation reportedly plays a critical role in
modulating behavior of keratinocytes and presumably other
cellular components during wound healing [56].

Gene expression analysis was performed to clarify the
mechanism underlying delayed epithelial healing of corneal
epithelial cells associated with sensory denervation. Inter-
actions between immune cells and the sensory nerve in
cornea have been previously reported [57]. Severe trigem-
inal denervation spontaneously induces local inflammation
in cornea [37]. In the current mouse model, the 20-guage
needle causes less severe nerve coagulation, but expression
of TRPV1 and NGF mRNAs was significantly upregulated
in the uninjured corneal samples, consistent with the pre-
viously published model [24]. However, the current treat-
ment did not induce spontaneous inflammation, an
improvement over the treatment method with an 18-guage
needle, although both TRPV1 and NGF could potentially
accelerate local inflammation [39, 58]. Similar findings
were reported in skin; expression of NGF in epidermis was
enhanced following chronic constriction injury of the sciatic

nerve, presumably due to the effects from nerve-derived
neurotransmitters [59, 60]. In the present study, expression
of TRPA1, TRPV4 and NGF was upregulated in response
to epithelial debridement in a cornea of a control animal
without V1 nerve coagulation, and was counteracted by
nerve electrolysis. Suppression of upregulation of NGF
might attenuate proliferation potential of epithelial cells that
may be one of the mechanisms underlying impairment of
epithelial healing by denervation [7, 61, 62]. Therefore, we
performed immunohistochemistry for markers of stem/pro-
genitor cells (ABCG2 and Hes1), pro-NGF and BrdU.
Expression of ABCG2 and Hes1 in the basal cells of the
peripheral/limbal epithelium was dramatically suppressed
by the current protocol and it was recovered by TRPV4
gene introduction into the damaged nerve. Corneal epithe-
lium expressed pro-NGF with or without trigeminal
denervation. However, at 12 and 24 h post epithelial deb-
ridement, its expression was less intense in the peripheral/
limbal epithelium of a cornea of the denervated mouse as
compared to a healthy control. Trigeminal denervation
suppresses cell proliferation of healing peripheral/limbal
epithelium as early as 12 h post injury in both central and
peripheral epithelia at 24 h. Cell proliferation inhibition was
more prominent in the peripheral/limbal epithelium and it
coincides with the finding in the previous reports that sen-
sory innervation is critical in maintenance of stem cell
potential in the limbus [24]. The similar role of the neural

Fig. 9 Adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector gene transfer to the
intracranial coagulated first branch of the trigeminal nerve. a–c Mice
1 month following the denervation treatment received stereotactic
application of either control or TRPV4-carrying DsRed-labeled AAV
to the first branch of the trigeminal nerve. At 1 month after gene
transfer the cornea was processed for whole-mounted immunohis-
tochemistry for Tuj1 with green fluorescein. Central and mid-
peripheral cornea is free from sensory nerve fibers. The fibers spar-
sely located to the very peripheral cornea were labeled for both DsRed
(AAV vector) (a, arrows) and green fluorescein (Tuj1) (b, arrows). c

Merged picture from (b, c). The finding indicated that the AAV vec-
tors moved down in to the peripheral residual nerve fibers (arrows).
TRPV4 gene introduction did not stimulate regeneration of sensory
nerve fibers in central cornea. d mRNA expression analysis was
conducted in specimens 12 h after epithelial debridement. mRNA
expression level of TRPV4 in cornea was not affected by gene transfer
to the nerve, while it is much higher in the intracranial trigeminal nerve
branch in a mouse with TRPV4 gene transfer as compared to the tissue
of a mouse with control AAV (n= 5). Data represent the mean ± SEM.
*P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U test (d)
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components in the maintenance of stemness in tissue was
reported in bone marrow, tooth and hair follicle, consistent
with the current finding [63–65].

In the cornea of a mouse after trigeminal denervation,
counteraction to upregulation of TRPV4 mRNA expression
by the denervation treatment was most prominent among
the components examined. We therefore focused on the
roles of TRPV4 cation channel in modulation of epithelial
healing in a mouse cornea in the current project, although a

variety of components could be involved. Expression of
substance P and TGFβ1 was unchanged by the nerve coa-
gulation and also by the epithelial debridement, although
both components are also reportedly involved in epithelial
repair in cornea [66, 67]. We examined the effect of
blockage or global loss of TRPV4 function on epithelial
wound healing in vivo and in vitro, respectively. Blocking
of TRPV4 receptor signal did not affect cell movement in
cultured TKE2 corneal epithelial cell monolayer, suggesting

Fig. 10 Reversal of trigeminal coagulation-induced retardation of
epithelial wound healing by TRPV4 gene introduction to the injured
intracranial nerve. At 1 month after AAV gene transfer, healing of a
round epithelial defect in the cornea was evaluated as described above.
a TRPV4 gene introduction to the damaged nerve reverses the
impairment of the epithelial defect healing as compared to control
AAV vector. At 24 h post debridement, a cornea of the TRPV4-vector
group exhibits a minor epithelial defect, while obvious round defect
remains with control vector. b The remaining defect is significantly
larger in corneas of control AAV group as compared to those of
TRPV4-AAV group at 24, 30, 36 and 42 h. c The healthy epithelium is
strongly labeled for limbal stem/progenitor cell markers, ABCG2 and
Hes1, while trigeminal coagulation suppresses their expression.
TRPV4 gene transfer to the damaged nerve partially recovers
expression of ABCG2 and Hes1 in the basal cells of peripheral/limbal
epithelium (arrows). Scale bar: 100 μm. d At 12 h post wounding,

expression of nerve growth factor (NGF)), but not calcitonin gene-
related peptide (CGRP) or TRPV4, is upregulated by TRPV4 gene
transfer. e Protein expression of NGF in basal cells of the corneal
epithelium of a control AAV mouse is similar to that of a mouse with
TRPV4 gene transfer. In the limbal region NGF expression in basal
epithelial cells (arrows) is upregulated by TRPV4 gene transfer as
compared to control AAV treatment. Scale bar: 100 μm. f Detection of
BrdU-labeled cells in central and peripheral/limbal epithelia was per-
formed at 12 and 24 h post debridement to understand the involvement
of cell proliferation in reversal of epithelial healing impairment. f Cell
proliferation in healing epithelium was higher in cornea of a mouse
with TRPV4 gene transfer as compared to a control AAV mouse.
Scale bar: 100 μm. g The results of counting BrdU-labeled cells in
central and peripheral/limbal epithelia at 12 and 24 h. Data represent
the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 and ***P < 0.005 by Mann–Whitney U
test (b, d, g)
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TRPV4 does not play an important role in modulation of
migration of corneal epithelial cells in a condition free from
other cell types. Similarly, spreading of an epithelial sheet
on corneal stroma cut surface was not affected in an organ
culture. These findings indicate that migration of each sin-
gle corneal epithelial cell was minimally modulated by
TRPV4 signal. In vivo epithelial healing in cornea is a
complex process that could be influenced by proliferating
cell providing by limbal stem cells and by cell migration
modulation via components of underlying basement mem-
brane. Thus, before we perform an in vivo assay of the roles
of TRPV4 in corneal epithelial healing, we conducted an
organ culture experiment using a whole eyeball. This
wound healing model excluded the involvement of bone
marrow-derived inflammatory cells in modulation of beha-
viors of corneal epithelial cells. However, it was not
excluded that the nerves in the enucleated eye might not
survive during the early phase of culture. At 36 h of culture,
sensory nerve fibers were observed in the corneal stroma,
although the fibers seemed to be of a somewhat beaded
configuration that could suggest the process of Wallerian
degeneration. Nevertheless, a possibility that mediators
expressed in the nerve fibers in the tissue might affect the
behaviors of the epithelial cells during epithelium healing
in situ could not be excluded.

We then showed global gene ablation of TRPV4 retarded
healing of an epithelial defect in a mouse cornea; statisti-
cally significant delay of the resurfacing of the epithelial
defect was detected at 18 h and 24 h post epithelial debri-
dement, but not during the earlier phase of healing, i.e.,
until 12 h. Impact of TRPV4 gene ablation was more pro-
minent in the peripheral (including limbus) epithelium than
in central epithelium; the number of BrdU-labeled cells in
healing epithelium was similar between WT and KO mice
at time points of 0 and 12 h post wounding. At 24 and 36 h,
cell proliferation increased in central and, more markedly,
in peripheral/limbal epithelium. Such promotion of cell
proliferation was counteracted by the loss of TRPV4. This
indicates that lacking TRPV4 attenuates epithelial healing
mainly by suppression of cell proliferation in peripheral/
limbal epithelium that contains limbal stem cells similar to
our neurotrophic keratopathy model. Real-time RT-PCR
showed that expression of CGRP, TGFβ1 and NGF was
suppressed in the KO whole corneas as compared to WT
tissues at either 6 or 12 h post epithelial debridement.

NGF and CGRP are both reportedly involved in accel-
eration of cell proliferation and wound healing in epidermis
or corneal epithelium [60, 61, 68, 69]. As described above,
expression of CGRP was not affected by trigeminal
denervation. CGRP is expressed by both local tissue (epi-
thelium) and sensory nerve and is capable of modulation of
cell proliferation [70]. In our model CGRP upregulation
during corneal epithelial healing was not counteracted by

sensory denervation dissimilar to the finding in a KO
mouse; there was a possibility that upregulation of CGRP in
the epithelium by injury might mask the loss of sensory
CGRP in cornea.

Protein expression of pro-NGF was suppressed by
TRPV4 gene knockout in both corneal and limbal epithe-
lium. It was reported that limbal epithelial stem cells,
positive for p75 and TrkA NGF receptors, are critical in
providing epithelial cells with proliferative potential to the
corneal center for recovery as the stem cell lineage [71].
Downregulation of expression of (pro-)NGF in corneal and
limbal epithelia might negatively impact the proliferation of
limbal stem cells of a KO mouse. This finding supports the
previous data that NGF accelerates epithelial healing in
cornea [6–9].

To know the effects of TRPV4 gene transfer in trigem-
inal ganglion on gene expression in corneal epithelial cells,
we conducted a co-culture experiment. In this co-culture the
ganglion and TKE2 corneal epithelial cells shared the cul-
ture medium but were cultured separately without physical
contact. It was reported that proliferation of rabbit corneal
epithelial cells was promoted by co-culturing with sensory
neurons from the trigeminal ganglia [72, 73]. Our current
results show that KO trigeminal ganglion that had received
in vivo TRPV4 gene transfer upregulated NGF and TRPV4
(no significant value in increment of CGRP expression
level) in cultured corneal epithelial cells as compared with a
control AAV-treated KO ganglion. Unknown factor(s)
secreted by TRPV4 gene-transferred trigeminal ganglion
was (were) considered to affect corneal epithelial cell layer
and lead to NGF upregulation. TRPV4 gene transfer did not
upregulate NGF, substance P and CGRP in cells in the
ganglion.

As described above, expression of TRPV4 mRNA in
cornea was markedly suppressed in a healing epithelium by
the trigeminal denervation, and the global knockout of
TRPV4 gene indeed retarded corneal epithelial healing.
Protein expression of pro-NGF seemed to be suppressed in
peripheral/limbal epithelium and cell proliferation suppres-
sion was more prominent in the same area as compared to
central epithelium in the sensory denervated cornea. Simi-
larly, cell proliferation suppression was more marked in
peripheral/limbal epithelium and cell proliferation suppres-
sion was also more prominent in the same area as compared
to central epithelium in a KO mouse. Because TRPV4
overexpression in trigeminal ganglion upregulates NGF
expression in co-cultured epithelial cells (but not in the
nerve ganglion cells), we hypothesized that TRPV4 gene
introduction to the damaged trigeminal nerve rescues the
impairment of corneal epithelium wound healing via NGF
upregulation in the local epithelium. To explore the
hypothesis we employed an in vivo gene transfer system of
an AAV vector carrying mouse TRPV4 gene. Because our
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preliminary experiment showed that AAV that carries green
fluorescent protein (GFP) to a healthy first branch of the
trigeminal nerve and saw GFP came down into the nerve
fibers in the peripheral corneal epithelium (data not shown).
We thus infected the vector carrying both TRPV4 gene and
DsRed to partially damaged trigeminal nerve first branch,
and examined its effect on epithelial debridement healing.
DsRed was detected in the remaining surviving TuJ1-
labeled nerve fibers in the peripheral/limbal area that indi-
cates the exogenous gene was expressed in the peripheral
limbal sensory nerve fibers that survived after the electro-
lysis treatment. TRPV4 gene introduction did not stimulate
regeneration of sensory nerve fibers in central cornea in the
present study, but the surviving fibers were only seen in the
peripheral limbal region. Real-time RT-PCR showed ele-
vated TRPV4 mRNA expression in the first branch of the
nerve, but not in cornea, presumably because TRPV4
expressed in the epithelium and/or keratocytes might mask
the expression in the gene-introduced nerve fibers in per-
ipheral remaining cornea. Nevertheless, TRPV4 gene
transfer to the injured intracranial nerve reversed the
delayed healing in a corneal epithelium defect in the later
phase of healing. Because later phase healing of an epi-
thelial debridement mainly depends on cell proliferation
rather than cell migration, we expected the recovery of the
impaired healing by TRPV4 gene introduction to the nerve
might depend on upregulation of NGF and cell proliferation
promotion in the limbal epithelium. This hypothesis was
well cleared by the results as follows; mRNA expression of
NGF was upregulated in a sample of the whole cornea with
healing epithelium of denervated cornea at 12 h in the

mouse with TRPV4 gene transfer. Moreover, immunohis-
tochemistry demonstrated that pro-NGF expression was
more marked in the TRPV4-AAV-treated peripheral/limbal
epithelium as compared to a control AAV cornea. Such
difference was less marked in the central epithelium
between the two groups. Finally, TRPV4 gene transfer to
the survived nerve fibers upregulated cell proliferation in
peripheral/limbal epithelial cells, the main provider of cell
renewal in cornea. Overexpression of TRPV4 in remaining
nerve fibers in peripheral/limbal region might activate the
peripheral/limbal epithelium to upregulate (pro-)NGF via
(an) unknown factor(s) from TRPV4-positive sensory nerve
fibers. Although NGF is reportedly involved in re-growth of
corneal sensory nerve fibers [74, 75], sensory nerve fiber
loss in the central cornea was not recovered by TRPV4
overexpression. TRPV4 in the remaining sensory nerves in
the peripheral/limbal zone played an important role in the
recovery of stemness of the basal epithelial cells.

The exact reason why the gene transfer of only TRPV4
exerted a recovery potential in attenuated epithelial healing
although sensory denervation suppressed expression of both
TRPV4 and TRPA1 in cornea remains to be examined.
However, explanations might include that overexpressed
TRPV4 could compensate the reduced expression of
TRPA1 in remaining nerves in cornea. The notion could be
supported by a report that both TRPV4 and TRPA1 coop-
erate the pain sensation in pancreas [76]. Our unpublished
data could support this theory; gene ablation of TRPA1
attenuated epithelial healing in cornea and the impairment
of epithelial healing in the denervated cornea produced by
the same procedure with a 20-guage needle was well

Fig. 11 Proposal model of the
mechanism of how sensory
nerve TRPV4 rescues
impairment of epithelial healing
in sensory denervated cornea.
Overexprressed TRPV4 in
remaining sensory nerve
stimulates basal cells in the
peripheral/limbal epithelium to
restore stemness and to express
nerve growth factor (NGF).
TRPV4 gene transfer does not
accelerate regeneration of the
sensory nerve fibers. NGF
enhances cell proliferation in the
peripheral/limbal epithelium that
promotes wound healing in a
defected epithelium
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rescued by AAV gene transfer of TRPA1 to the intracranial
trigeminal nerve.

In summary (Fig. 11), sensory denervation-induced
impairment of corneal epithelial wound healing was asso-
ciated with downregulation of TRPV4 (and TRPA1) and
NGF in the local tissue. Global knockout of TRPV4 also
retarded corneal epithelial healing and downregulated
expression of NGF that was recovered with TRPV4 gene
transfer to the intact trigeminal nerve. The attenuation of
epithelial wound healing was mainly caused by the sup-
pression of cell proliferation in peripheral/limbal epithelial
cells, presumably stem-like cells. Then, attenuation of cor-
neal epithelial healing by sensory nerve damage was res-
cued by TRPV4 gene transfer to the nerve with recovery of
proliferation in peripheral/limbal epithelial stem cells and of
local NGF expression, although the damaged nerve was not
regenerated by the procedure. Sensory nerve TRPV4 is
critical to maintain stemness of peripheral/limbal basal cell,
and this is one of the major mechanisms of homeostasis of
corneal epithelium.
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